Attribute Based Image Retrieval and Segmentation using Ontological Approaches
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Abstract:

Content based image retrieval is gaining more and more importance as it is an apt approach to retrieve an image. The image is retrieved based on certain texture. Ontology is a branch of Meta Physics that helps in analyzing an input image based on certain textures. Ontology helps to retrieve an image based on its properties. Ontology describes a domain. With that domain, we can proceed further to understand the relation between the features present in the domain. There are biological-ontologies to analyze biological outcomes. The field of information technology can be combined with biological ontology to study the results of different biological effects. With the systematic concept of ontology that includes rules, classes, relations etc we can understand an image better that eventually helps in accurate image retrieval. Ontology can be generic or domain specific. In this paper we will be using domain specific ontology used to analyze the features of digital images along with image segmentation to retrieve an image. We will be testing our proposed system using the colored images of mammals. In case of image segmentation we will use the general techniques already existing.
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1. Introduction:

In recent years, the evolution of information has become more outstanding in order to retrieve information or data in huge assortment to provide fastest access and trading all over the world. In distributed environments we make use of structured kind of representation which adopts the concept of ontology with process semantic representation of a domain. Ontology can be used in transferring and processing data or information in an effective manner. We can use many methodologies in this process, which involves in extracting various concepts and semantic relations from the respective unstructured assets.

As there is huge increase in demand for digital images along with evolution of WWW (World Wide Web). The exploration of processing the desired image in a huge assortment is very big task. Photography plays a vital role in facilitating the communication and capturing of digital images.

The most significant inventions which related to web services application which includes self describing and self contained which automatically share information among various applications over internet. The ground work towards the concept of similarity extraction come with vocabularies along with communication which builds a meaning in web based applications.

The need in finding related images or desired one from a huge collection of images will play a very important role in many professions. Where their requirements may differ from one another based the queries so far which includes in characterizing the images using feature extraction which may consider color, shape, objects and there logical features based on demand levels of the user. Primary features in characterization of image may include shape color both for query and as well stored images which attempts in retrieving.

Content based image retrieval includes processing, searching and finding the query image in an effective manner. Where the images can be segmented and retrieved based on color shape and texture of the query image which we have. In this process of identification user tends to select a region of image and system may return images based on the region from large collection of images which may take many feature extraction for processing as discussed which may take many considerations based on need and user demand.

The theory of image extraction and image segmentation is an important in processing in pattern recognition and image pre processing. The aim which can be achieved using image segmentation which used in simplifying the representation of image in analyzing and providing meaningful extraction using locating objects.

Ontology involves in relating the information which includes machine interpretable features within the domain and the relations among them. There can be plenty of reasons in developing an ontology which also includes explicit descriptions within the domain of discourse with knowledge base. In order to extract information automatically using textual content it integrating different levels of different types of knowledge base includes syntactic, lexical and semantic and usually pragmatic. Ontology can be applied in many of these concepts to extract raw information.
Ontology methodology deals with methodologies and process of assets along with the issues which is used to provide guidelines in advancing ontology for researchers. Theoretical approaches allows us in describing the most general features in an abstract way with tend to provide better understanding as well in maintaining the data with match in implementing applications.

2. Related Work:

Image retrieval plays a vital role in pattern recognition and artificial intelligence areas which may include many categories like content based, semantic based and text based in processing and retrieving images. The query image can be taken as sample in extracting the similarity among huge assortment of images in order to retrieve desired image among them. The process of extraction needs an accurate segmentation method in image which points the similarities among regions or boundaries [1]. The consideration can be of many kinds one of among them can deal with edge based representation for image retrieval which is introduced with the concept of edge direction histogram for trade marking. This method is well balanced with image rotation and scaling as it concentrates on edges and translation [2] [3].

Many features can be considered like shape and texture using multi scale along with edge considerations in image retrieval. Color, shape and texture are fundamental considerations which are used in image segmentation which is more useful in pattern recognition [4]. Content based retrieval can be classified as 3 categories in which we can retrieve image based on primary features like color, shape and texture. Whereas other retrieving based on objects using logical inference and last by abstract attributes which may include significant pictures based on high level reasoning [5].

The problem of attaining based on pattern recognition, automatic detection, image segmentation based on objects or regions which should be done in meaningful manner. Not only reliability of segmentation and pattern recognition is a challenge in recognizing both structured and unstructured data in large amount but also the efficiency of algorithm will plays a vital role while dealing with huge amount of data [6]. Object detection can be done by focusing on edge fragments as a group in the image based on local shaping using part bundles which make use of overlapping fragments as a group [7].

Cortina provides image retrieval system using image search in millions of images using text annotations and image content. It collects information in web crawler using information based on category, keywords along with content descriptors. It also provides the feature of identifying duplicate images in the huge assortment of database with consist of millions of images. The systems include image acquisition, clustering and indexing and also feature extraction [8].

Images are the great source of content over internet. Image retrieval and analysis acts is important for recent trends in image processing research. Attribute based image retrieval which is decision based approach which provides retrieves content based on keywords or text or images itself. Attribute image retrieval which uses color, shape and texture based classification [9]. Single feature extraction will be unsatisfactory in content based retrieval, the system can come across with two or more feature extraction at a time using image color, image shape and image texture which describes image content based on representation [10].

Ontology uses common components in content based retrieval which includes many things relationships, attributes, classes and functions etc. ontology based implementation deals with hierarchical representation between concepts and their relationships [11] [12] [13]. The feature extraction between classes and relationships can be namely part of or instance of based on ontology which come up with sharing common features among entities [14] [15]. In semantic web the resultant or information of retrieved content for user query should be in well balanced and in meaningful structure. Where to existing data documents it can acts as metadata which extends into well defined information for query. It enables the extension for searching or processing related information automatically by user as well by machines [16].

The conventional method for retrieval of digital images in semantic web investigates using image based analysis using logical features or attributes or either by image retrieval based on similarities [17] [18]. Now a day’s image retrieval is done by text-based or keyword based which is still in lack of providing meaningful information among many search engines [19] [20]. The traditional goal of ontology is to relate real world objects in very absolute way in order to divide the word in order which helps in discovering in which the objects may really fall [21] [22].

Ontology plays a vital role in knowledge based system which is a basic step in constructing domain ontology [23]. The principles involves in similarity matching of images automatically from the database retrieval which indicates many difficulty in generating similarity based search [24]. The framework used in retrieving images can include classification, in which query image can be considered in series of levels into at which it meets the user requirements in extracting features [25].

Content based image retrieval explains the principals which deal with extraction based on color, shape, spatial indexing and texture can be considered in image segmentation to provide solutions for the issues in retrieving and comparing compressed images [26].

Digital image retrieval and processing is one of the major important research field from past year in which propose many approaches or methods in analyzing image properties [27] [28]. As discussed earlier retrieval of images can be done or searching can take place by making use of key-words, Meta data or text. Where the information related to query image is given by user which can be searched using many search engines.

Image based input query which creates query image as input based on the query image certain searching techniques are performed. Based on the objects detected certain steps are taken place in order to perform image segmentation. First step involves ion extracting similarities based on texture and shape and which followed by color value and pixel color detection. Second texture classification takes place in order to detect similarity percentage among detected images [29].

3. Proposed System:

Our proposed approach will be divided into three parts:

1. Acquiring a digital image
2. Feature extraction of the acquired image using content based image retrieval
3. Applying Ontological concepts to retrieve the image
4. Applying image segmentation techniques to segment the image in order to highlight important parts of the image

First step we need to do is to acquire the image from the image database. In order to acquire an image from the database, we should be clear of the purpose of retrieving the image. We need to form certain queries to get the images from the image database. These queries will be related to the kind of images that we want to retrieve. Of course, the kind of images will be related to the application we are trying to design. Foremost the query should be able to answer why the users want to retrieve the images. What will be the uses of the images in the application that the user intend to design? May be image is required illustrate any kind of text articles, required to convey the emotion of any particular word in the text document. The image may be also required as a detailed description of any specific domain related problem to be solved. The image that we retrieve might depict a particular type of object, might convey a specific pattern, a typical texture, or a specific mood. The image can be retrieved
based on its certain type of attributes like texture, color, shape, or possessing certain arrangement of objects, or based on certain patterns present in the image. The proposed paper deals with retrieval of the image based on shape and color properties. In the proposed system we will be designing the query motor that will take input of any digital image of a mammal. Inside the query engine, there is a query matching segment that will consult with the knowledge repository to search the image from the database. The knowledge repository is trained by the ontological concepts. These ontological concepts will be provided by a segment called the ‘ontology governor’. There is ranking segment that is going to grade the image.

After the retrieval of the image, the last part of the proposed system is to segment the image in similar part. We will adhere to edge based image segmentation. Image segmentation is an ideal step to be applied after content based image retrieval. Describing each part of the proposed system briefly.

1. The query motor: The query motor takes input from the user using online interfaces. The input carries the content the user needs to search. The input can be in the form of images or texts. The proposed system takes image input. The image input can contain multiple or single objects. This approach is used as the search of the user will be specific to the image that he needs for the application. The query motor will be using image related query. The question asked will be regarding the shape of the object. After the answer of the first question, the next question that is asked is on the color of the image. Here we need to find the color value of the pixels using hue, saturation and value model. After the second step, we need to find the texture of the image. At the fourth step, the lower level parameters obtained in the previous step, is converted to higher level parameters using ontological concepts. We will generating a SPARQL query.

![Figure 1: Attribute Based Image retrieval and Segmentation using Ontological Approaches](image1.png)

2. Query matching segment: The query matching segment is going to take the sparkle query as input from the query motor. With the help of knowledge repository that is based on ontological concepts is able to find related images from the database.

3. Ranking segment: if the query is successfully executed, then result of the query is passed for grading. If the results are unsuccessful, the matching segment again search the image database. The ranking segment will provide ranks to images analyzing the need of the users. The result set is stored in ascending order relative to the rank.

4. Image processing segment: After ranking the image, the ranked images from high to low order are passed to the image processing segment that will partition the images using edge based image segmentation algorithms. In the HSV color space we consider these three parameters to segment the image. Hue is the angle that is directly related with the color. Saturation is with respect to the purity of the color. The value part represents percentage of value from 0 to 100. Value also says the amount of light by which a color is illum-
nated. We will be using this algorithm to partition the image in our proposed system.

The ontology governor is trained with the ontological concepts using 90 images of 5 different mammals.

4. Result Analysis:

As said in the proposed system, we will be testing our system with 90 images of 5 different mammals. The system will be evaluated on the basis of test cases. The results were quiet good and comprehensible.

![Figure 3: Sample classes](image1)

![Figure 4: test cases](image2)

![Figure 5: Percentage Improvement](image3)

5. Conclusion:

There are various approaches to image retrieval system that is primarily based on Meta data. The common search engines searches based on keywords. Though this approach is fast, it has some negative outcomes. The attribute based image retrieval techniques retrieves the images based on comparing the features of the images. There are various researches carried in the past on ABIR. There are some negative outcomes of ABIR also like ABIR fails to clearly understand the meaning of images. For this reason, our proposed system uses Ontological concepts to help the search engine, to understand the meaning of images and then find a related set of images based on the SPARQL. This SPARQL is generated by the query motor, taking into consideration various features of the input images.

The knowledge repository is trained with ontological concepts that helps to translate the low level image features to high level features. This step helps in better understanding the semantics of the image. Above graphs clearly shows how our method has outperformed other approaches to image retrieval techniques along with segmentation.
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